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Facial Measurements for Nasal Masks (ruler needed – see fig. 1) 

To determine your SleepWeaver nasal mask size, measure the width at 
the bottom of your nose, edge to edge. Enter the width (y) in inches 
(round to closest quarter): _______in.  

 

 

 

 

 

Elan—The Elan comes in three sizes to fit most faces. 

If the measurement under your nose is 1 inch or below, try the Small Elan. 

If the measurement under your nose is 1 to 1½ inches, try the Regular Elan. 

If the measurement under your nose is 1½ inches or more, try the Large Elan. 

 

Advance & Advance Small—This mask is designed to be “one size fits most”.  

If the measurement underneath your nostrils is 1¼ inches or more, try the Regular Advance.  

For more petite faces, if you measure 1 inch under your nares, try the Advance Small. 

 

 

Advance Pediatric—This mask is designed to fit children ages 2–7 years old—no sizing 
necessary! 

 

 

 

 

3D—The cushion is one size fits most. 

For neck measurements 16 inches and below—if you don’t know your size, use a flexible 
measuring device like a sewing measuring tape or string—try the Regular 3D. 

If your neck is 16½ inches or more, try the Large 3D. 

 

NOTE: It may be helpful to have a friend assist you. For 

accurate results of the face, do not use a flexible measuring 

device such as a sewing measuring tape or a string. 
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Facial Measurements for Full Face Masks (ruler needed – see fig. 1) 

To determine your SleepWeaver full face mask size, measure the width 
at the bottom of your nose, edge to edge. Enter the width (y) in inches 
(round to closest quarter): _______in.  

Next, measure from the bridge of your nose (usually just below your 
eye line) to the center (i.e., dimple) of your chin. Enter the length (x) in 
inches (round to closest quarter):______in. 

 

 

 

 

Anew—For full face masks, we recommend taking two measurements of your face 
and using the smaller of the two for sizing.  
 
1) First measure underneath your nostrils. If you measure 1 inch, try the Small 
Anew. If you measure 1½ inches, try the Regular Anew. If you measure 1½ inches 
or more, try the Large Anew.  
 
2) The second measurement is to measure vertically from the bridge of your nose 
to the middle of your chin. If you measure 3¼ to 3½ inches, try the Small Anew. If 
you measure 3½ to 3 ¾ inches, try the Regular Anew. If you measure 3 ¾ inches or 
more, try the Large Anew. 

 

NOTE: It may be helpful to have a friend assist you. For 

accurate results of the face, do not use a flexible measuring 

device such as a sewing measuring tape or a string. 


